The authors discuss a hamilton surface of a graph, which is a two-dimensional analog of a hamilton cycle. Hamilton surface decompositions are given for &,+
Introduction

A cycle in a graph G is called a hamilton cycle if it contains every vertex of G.
A l-factor of a graph G is a subgraph H of G with the same vertex set as G, such that each vertex of H has degree one.
Ringel [S] has generalized the idea of a hamilton cycle to two dimensions. He showed that if n is odd the set of squares in the n-dimensional cube Q,, can be partitioned into subsets such that each subset forms a connected polyhedron on an orientable surface of genus (n -4)2n-3 + 1. He called these subsets hamilton surfaces. These polyhedra are in fact genus embeddings of the graph consisting of the vertices and edges of Qm.
A hamilton surface for a graph G is an embedding of G into a surface with the property that all faces of the embedding are r-gons for some fixed r 3 3. A hamilton surface decomposition of G is a collection of hamilton surfaces such that every r-cycle in G is the boundary of a face in precisely one surface. In this paper, we shall consider hamilton surfaces for K2n,2n and r = 4. These surfaces are genus embeddings of Kti,zn. For K 2n,2n the genus embedding consists of 2n2 squares and the orientable genus is p = (n -1)2.
Let us return for a moment to one dimension. The following theorem is well known. 
n+i-2, n+Ll,
where the arithmetic is considered module 2n -1. We shall show the two-dimensional analogue of Theorem 1.
Representative chsses in Kha
We denote the vertices in one part&e set of K2n,2n by the even numbers from 0 to 2n -2 and the vertices in the other partite set by the odd numbers from 1 to 2n -1. Thus evens are adjacent only to odds and conversely.
We define a representative chss in I&,,, to be a set of squares in &,,,,, which contains every edge of K 2n,2n exactly once. For example, in &a the representative class we shall designate as Al,l is the following:
We searched unsuccessfully for a simple way to present these representative classes. To simplify as much as possible, however, we introduce the idea of subclasses. We shall define a subck~~s Si to be a set of pairs of even vertices of K such that each even vertex appears exactly once, and 5 will be a set of pz%?of odd vertices of K;?n,tn such that each odd vertex appears exactly once. We shall exhibit such subclasses with the property that each pair of even vertices appears in exactly one Si and each paih of odd vertices appears in exactly one q.
We now define an operation on these Si's and I;-'s. Define Si x q to be a set of squares where each Thus Al,l shown G = {(L7), (395))' NOW we let Si be even pair in Si appears as a diagonal with each odd pair in 1;-. above for K+, is S, x Tl where S, = {(0,6), (2, 4) } and the following set of pairs:
2fl+%i-4,
.2n+ii-2.
Hamilton surfaces for symmetric bipartite graph 91 The arithmetic is considered modulo 4n -2. We then replace the element x by 4n -2. To obtain the corresponding set T of odd pairs, we add one to each number in each pair from Si. Continuing our example of K4,4, we obtain S, = {(0,6), (2, 4) 3. Hamilton surfaces for I&,, Figure I shows the hamilton torus obtained by taking Al, 1 and A2,2 and making appropriate edge identifications. the c!asses A, to be those described in Section 2. In order to get a hamilton surface when we take A, and A,j with 1 and (j -I, 2n -1) = 1, we must show that when the edge Pm& We tr:ke show that we (i-k,2n-l)= identifications have been made the corresponding vertex identifications follow and the resulting topological space is a single surface rather than a union of two or more surfaces, and each of the vertices has degree 2n.
To see this, consider that when we make all edge identifications for two representative classes, and only identify vertices if the edges have been identified, there are two possibilities. Either the result will be an embed&g of &,,% on its genus surface, or the result will be quadrangular embeddings of proper subgraphs of &,,*, each on its genus surface. As an example, consider the classes Al, 1 and A.4 for the mph &JO-When we identify corresponding edges as above, we obtain genus embeddings of a &a involving the vertices 0,6, 12, 18 and 1,7, 13, 19 on the torus; a & involving vertices 0,6, 12, 18 and 3, 5,9, 11, 15, 17 on its genus surface; a K 4.6 involving vertices 1, 7, 13, 19 and 2, 4, 8, 10, 14, 16; and a K6,, involving vertices 2, 4, 8, 10, 14, 16 and 3, 5, 9, 11, 15, 17. So in this example, there are four surfaces in the resulting space. From another point of view, if all vertex identifications are also made, the result would be a pseudosurface, that is, a space with singular points.
First, suppose that (j -1,2n -1) = 1, and consider a vertex whose label is even, say 2t. Now consider the odd diagonals of the squares containing vertex 2t. If we connect these odd diagonals in a particular representative class, we get a set of edges which we could consider to be a l-factor in a Kti whose vertices all have odd labels. In fact, this l-factor is of the same form as the l-factor mentioned in the introduction. With these imaginary edges drawn in, we get a hamilton cycle of the odd vertices precisely when (j -I, 2n -1) = 1. But since we are looking at the diagonals of the squares containing our vertex 2t, this is equivalent to saying that vertex 2t has degree 2n. The same argument applies for an odd vertex 2s + 1, with the word odd replaced by even each time it occurs in the argument and with (i -k, 2n -1) = 1. Thus each vertex will have degree 2n precisely when (i -k, 2n -1) = 1 and (j -I, 2n -1) = 1. That the space is a single surface follows from the fact that each vertex has degree 2n. Cl Hamilton surfaces for symmetric bipartite graph
Somp related questions
We considered the problem of obtaining hamilton surface decompositions 93 of the complete graph K,. We were only able to obtain partial results, however. Fig.  2 shows a hamilton projective plane decomposition of &. Figs 3 and 4 show current graphs, and anyone familiar with the theory of current graphs will recognize that these current graphs generate hamilton surface decomposition of G8 and K24, respectively. Each successive current graph in Fig. 4 is obtained from the one above by multiplying each current by 4 and reducing modulo 23. The theory of current graphs is quite lengthy, and for only two examples we do not include it here. The reader is referred to Ringel's book [6] .
It was communicated to us by A. Rosa that the problem of large sets of Steiner triple systems had been settled by Lu [3, 4] . We tried obtaining hamilton surfaces for K, by using the triple systems given by Lu and by Denniston [ 11. Unfortunately the resulting surfaces were not connected. 
